Welcome, soldier!
You are here because you wish to learn about the rules,
regulations and system of The Strike Force. Good! To get
the most out of your training (and have as much fun on
missions as you can), knowing the following information is
paramount. Thank you for joining, now back in that line!

«

A good soldier
always knows
the rules!
- General Strike

»

1. What are ranks?
2. What are ribbons?
3. What are patches?
4. What are achievement stars?
5. What are ribbons?
6. When are missions (streams)?
7. Who is «Lars»?
8. What are Strikebullets?
9. How do I request songs?
10. Songrequest rules?
11. What are the sub order and the purple paladins?
12. What does <O mean?
13. What are your pc specs?

The Strike Force is an army dedicated to combat and defeat Lars and have a ton of fun
doing it. To function properly, we are divided into ranks to denote position and loyalty.
(This is just for fun and to give people an incentive to come back often ;D)
Ranks are awarded according to watch time. From lowest to highest, they are:

Private First Class

PFC

Base follower rank

Captain

Cpt

Junior Moderator

Corporal

Cpl

30 h

Major

Maj

Achieved Moderator

Sergeant

Sgt

100 h

Lieutenant Colonel

LtCol

Senior Moderator

Master Sergeant

MSgt

180 h

Colonel

Col

Chief Master Sergeant

CMSgt

250 h

Deputy Chief of the
Command Staff (currently
Tyrannja)

Brigadier

Brig /
BR

Chief of the Command Staff
(currently TheZombieTux)

General

Gen

Supreme Commander of
the SF (Strike)

First Sergeant

1Sgt

350 h

Second Lieutenant

2LT

500 h / Officer

First Lieutenant

1LT

750 h / Senior Officer

Excelsior of the SF

Exc

1000 h / Chief Officer

Ever seen those colorful things soldiers wear on their uniform chest? Those are the “short
form” of the medals they have been awarded, called “ribbons”, as they are in the color of the
medal’s ribbon. In the Strike Force, we award actual physical ribbons to soldiers who
have gone above and beyond the call of duty. Here are the ribbons we have:

Gold Star Recognition Ribbon

outstanding activity
outside of missions
(drawings, videos etc)

$2K Recognition Ribbon

Have donated a total of
2000 dollars

Ruby Star Recognition Ribbon

Continued outstanding
activity as in Gold Ribbon

One Year Active Staff
Membership Ribbon

One Year of strong
activity as a mod

Platinum Star Recognition
Ribbon

Continued outstanding
activity beyond the call of
duty

Two Years Active Staff
Membership Ribbon

Two Years of strong
activity as a mod

Five Hundred Combat Hours
Ribbon

Have served in the SF for
a total of over 500 h (incl
promotion to 2LT)

Honorable Staff Discharge
Recognition Ribbon

Step down from the
Mods honorably after
lengthy activity

One Thousand Combat Hours
Ribbon

Have served in the SF for
a total of over 1000 h
(incl promotion to Exc)

Honorable Chief of Staff
Discharge Recognition Ribbon

Step down from Mod
Leadership honorably
after lengthy activity

$1K Appreciation Ribbon

Have donated a total of
1000 dollars

Every soldier’s uniform must convey his force and unit affiliation. In the Strike Force, we
award patches randomly and for specific achievements within the force. These are actual,
physical Velcro patches that always come with a back so they can be sown onto something!

Strike Force Affiliation Patch

The regular Strike Force
patch! This high quality
gold embroidered patch
cannot be bought, only
won during irregular
giveaway raffles.

12 & 24 Month Sub Squad
Patch

If you’ve been a member
of the Sub Squad
(Gamewisp or Twitch Sub)
for 12 or 24 months you
get these!

Purple Paladin / Sub Order
Affiliation Patch

If you reach 12 months of
subscription with the
Gamewisp or Twitch Sub,
you get the
corresponding patch!

Excelsior Rank Patch x2

If you’ve been on
missions for over 1000
hours and have been
promoted to the rank of
Excelsior, you will receive
two of these Exc rank
patches!

For soldiers who have gone above and beyond
their call of duty, the Gen awards first a gold,
then a ruby star. The ultimate, highest honor in
the Strike Force is the platinum star, which is
only awarded to exceedingly outstanding
soldiers.
Stars are warded for excellent, singular kind of
support. There is no specific time, action or
numerically definable level where you are
entitled to the star. While the ranks are based
on time only, the stars are awarded upon the
Gen’s discretion.
These stars are shown in the rank icon in chat.
Star recipients will receive a real life uniform
ribbon by mail.

+

=

We call our streams «missions».
The General is live every

Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Sunday
always at 8pm Central European Time.

• L.A.R.S. is any Strike Force Member’s mortal
enemy.
• L.A.R.S. is the root of all evil.
• L.A.R.S. is all we stand against.
• L.A.R.S. is not necessarily a name or person, but an
idea.
• L.A.R.S. is a misogynist, homophobic, mean pig.
• #FuckLars.
• #BlameLars
• (Really, it’s an inside joke that started here.)

StrikeBullets ( ) are the
point/currency system in this
channel.
Sometimes, you can bet them on the
Gen’s games, for example on his
placement in a PUBG round.
Right now, there’s not much you can
do with them, but we’ve got VERY
big things planned, so stick around
and make sure not waste them!

If you’re a follower, enter !sr
followed by
• The artist and title of the song
• The full YouTube URL of the song
• The YT video ID of the song
Every time you request a song,
you’ll be charged 10! Subs
request for free!

There are only three restrictions:
• Keep the songs in English
• Refrain from requesting troll songs.
• Don’t request music styles that completely
don’t fit the action on stream.
The first rule is to make sure the Gen, not
being a native English speaker, will not get
distracted in chat and that the chat is easily
kept to English. The second one is to keep it
fun and not annoying to the Gen or the
viewers. What exactly constitutes as a «troll
song» is being decided on a song-to-song
basis – ask a mod!

The Strike Force has two elite units of Subscribers: The Most Excellent Sub Order of the Strike
Force (GameWisp Subs) and the Purple Paladins of the Strike Force (Twitch Subs). Since they are two
different kinds of sub, one soldier can sub to both at the same time! You’ll get all the icons of the sub
types, tiers and lengths you are subscribed to in chat!
The Gen is a student and self-employed, so Thank you very much for your support! <3
Purple Paladin Second
Class

PP2

5$ / month

Member of the SO Second Class

SO2

3$ / month

Purple Paladin First Class

PP1

10$ / month

Member of the Sub Order First Class

SO1

8$ / month

Purple Paladin
Commander

PPC

25$ / month

Master Sub Order Member

MSO

13$ / month

Grand Sub Order Member

GSO

18$ / month

Grand Master Sub Order Member

GMSO

23$ / month

Chief Sub Order Member

CSO

50$ / month

<3m

3m

6m

1y

2y

4y

5y

6y

7y

8y

3y

<6m

6m

1y

2y

Look at it closely and with a little
imagination, it’ll look like a person
saluting with their right hand!
This is our “salute” icon and has
been around for almost the
entire length of the stream. It
shows
joy,
respect
and
acknowledgment to other Strike
Force members and you’re
encouraged to use it! <O Purple
Paladins (Twitch Subs) can use
“strongestSalute”, the emote
counterpart.

OS

Windows 10 Pro x64

OS

Windows 10 Pro x64

CPU

Intel i7-7800X 3.5Ghz

CPU

Intel i7 7820X 4.3Gz

MoBo

ASUS ROG X299-XE

MoBo

ASUS Prime X299 Deluxe

Cooler

NZXT Kraken X62

Cooler

CoolerMaster AiO Water

RAM

2x16GB G.Skill DDR4

RAM

2x8GB Kingston Value DDR3

GPU

ASUS ROG Strix GTX1080Ti at 11GB

GPU

ASUS GTX950 2GB

SysDrive

Intel 250GB SSD

Samsung EVO 250GB SSD

SysDrive

MainData

WD Green 2TB

MainData

WD Green 4TB

PSU

Corsair 400W Silver

Backup

WD Green 2TB

Keyboard

Logitech Wireless

Software

OCZ 1TB SSD

Mouse

Logitech Wireless

PSU

Some Bronze 800W :D

Monitor1

Philips 40” 60Hz (shared)

Keyboard

ASUS ROG Claymore

Capture

Elgato 4K60 Pro

Mouse

ASUS ROG Gladius II

Stream

OBS Studio

Monitor1

ASUS ROG PG278Q 1440p

Webcam

Panasonic LUMIX G70 + Elgato Cam Link

Monitor2

ASUS ROG 1080p

Mic

Shure SM7B

Monitor3

Philips 40” 60Hz (shared)

Preamp

PreSonus Studio Channel

Headset

ASUS ROG Strix FUSION 500

Interface

Scarlett Solo 2i2

